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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Saving of phone cost through call-back

You need a communication over the phone with your operation of facilities, but do not
want to pay the phone bills? No problem, with the TELE-router you are able to work even
with recall. This means that you first call the device and tell him that you want a call back.
If the credentials are correct and the recall is permitted, the TELE-router connection is
terminated and then it calls back the transferred number. Your customer shall bear the cost
of the connection.



Universal communication at all interfaces

Wired or wireless communication (WIFI) via the same adapter with the respective control
Devices from the BRIDGE-family always connect a wired-network with a
wireless-network (WIFI) and a specific PLC-interface. This gives you access to the
directly connected controller via WIFI (with S7 to the entired bus) as well as to the wired
Ethernet. Of course also from wired Ethernet to WIFI and control/bus.
 Always connected to each other, all made possible by the devices of the BRIDGE-family.

Serial communication with CP and more S5-assemblies

You have a PC with programming software and a 9pin COM-port as interface? No
problem, for this purpose the PG-UNI-II-cable is exactly the right product. Connect it to a
Siemens assembly such as H1-CP (CP1430), WF470 and PC or CP-525 with the
CP525-adapter and PC and you're Online.



Serial communication with S5-PLC (CPU-assemblies 15pin)

S5-PLC communication from PC with serial COM-port and your programming package?
 PG-Com-cable up to a length of 15m are the appropriate interface-product. Without
special accessories, without external supply, plugged on PC and S5 PLC and work
immediately. Connection with original Siemens-sliding-locking to S5-PLC, with
screw-bolts on the PC. Function with S5-90U to S5-155U. Connection PLC-side 15pin,
PC 9pin (adaptation to 25pin at any time possible).

PD-interface of the S5-PLC already occupied  (OEM-device)

Your PD-interface of the S5-PLC is already occupied with a panel and you should
accomplish program modifications without removing the panel? No problem, connect the
Multiplexer one-time to the PLC and then connect the panel and also your PC to the
Multiplexer. Now you can work parallel with the PLC without the need of affecting the
operation of the panel.



PLC coupling S5 and S7

Data-processing/-recording of PLC-data?
 Data-logging of recorded process-values in a DB writing or read out in the connected
PLC via network, thanks to RFC1006-communication i n the devices is nothing in the
way.
 Even accesses to flags (individual bits of the words) are possible at any time. Configure
the data via the integrated web-server that gets target-PLC or returns the necessary-data.
 If the PLC does not have an Ethernet-port, with optional adapters, enable this
communication:

 	* S5 over S5-LAN++
 	* S7-PPI/MPI/Profibus over S7-LAN

S5-PLC over WLAN/WIFI

Communication with S5-PLC via WLAN/WIFI, just how and with what? 
 Data-communication with S5-PLC from PC or other devices via WLAN/WIFI, which
interface is required. Questions you don't have to worry about. With "S5 over
WLAN/WIFI" you get the right interface-products for your interface of the PLC. 
 Which one you use then is up to you.


